WORKING PARTY ON THE ACCESSION OF ECUADOR

Questions and Replies

Corrigendum

The following corrections should be made to the document:

Page 5, line 30: Replace the word "attached" by "at the disposal of the contracting parties.";

Page 6, lines 20, 21 and 22: add "and/or" at the end of subparagraphs (a), (b) and (c);

Page 10, lines 15 and 16: Delete the words "; nevertheless an additional copy is submitted for information purposes herewith";

Page 10, line 17: Delete "is attached", and insert ", is at the disposal of the contracting parties" at the end of the same sentence;

Page 10, lines 29 and 30: Delete ", a copy of which is attached" and insert after "Annex J" the words "of document L/7301/Add.2"; and

Page 15, line 5: Replace the word "repeated" by the words "incorporated in the national Customs Tariff".